Payment services
The evolution of the payments industry

Introduction
The payments industry is experiencing a
period of rapid evolution driven by radical
regulatory reform and consumers’ growing
demand for immediacy and ubiquity
of payment services aided by recent
technology advances.
These changes are enabling non-bank players who offer new
value added services, to enter the market and to capture a
larger share of the payments revenue. Payments firms and
banks will need to address the challenges of complying with
these regulations, meeting changing consumer demands and
implementing disruptive technologies, while improving service
resilience and security for an increasingly global payments
network. In such a fast paced environment, if firms are to
remain both profitable and relevant they must actively and
decisively address these pressures.
Electronic payment systems are the infrastructure and
economic support mechanisms used to exchange funds or
transfer value by individuals and institutions. These have become
the foundation and backbone of global industry and commerce
underlying everyday corporate and consumer activities.
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Key industry
changes
Electronic payments have become the
cornerstone of commerce and industry
with global transaction-banking revenues
estimated to be nearly $1.1 trillion, or
about 27% of total 2014 global-banking
revenues. They are projected to reach
nearly $2 trillion by 2024.
Within Europe, the European Central Bank (ECB) estimates
payments will account for approximately a quarter of total
European retail bank revenues (approximately 128 billion
euros). Additionally, losses due to security issues and fraud
also account for a significant amount of lost revenue for UK
firms. The UK Financial Fraud Action estimates over £600
million was lost to payments fraud in 2016.
To successfully tackle the current payment industry changes,
informed long term strategic planning is required across
product, operational and technology constructs. In addition
those payment services traditionally considered the reserve
of banks, are being challenged and displaced at record rates
by new regulations, financial technology (FinTech) players
and changing consumer expectations.

Grant Thornton’s payment assurance and
advisory teams have deep payments industry
experience, further enriched by extensive experience
working with regulators. This combination allows us
to provide you with the most up-to-date advisory
and assurance services, which in turn enables you to
effectively develop current opportunities in the payments
landscape and meet regulatory requirements, ensuring
your business stays relevant. With an average post
qualified experience of 25 years, we are able to provide
unparalleled service, innovative solutions and market
insights to deliver tangible value.
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Regulation
Regulators are attempting to address banks’ dominance in payments by mandating
open interoperable systems, promoting innovation and fair competition and also by
encouraging transparent governance of payment systems for consumer benefit.
Examples of this are the EU’s imminent implementation of
the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) and the UK’s
Payment Services Regulator. These new regulations pose unique
challenges and opportunities for banks, organisations and
consumers. Furthermore, the new Interchange Fee Regulation
caps bank to bank fees for debit and credit card payments in
the EU, further changing payment revenue models.
Due to recent high profile thefts and cyber security breaches in
multiple banks, the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT) has released a set of security
standards that are mandatory for all SWIFT customers. While
this is not a regulation, it is now a mandatory requirement for
all organisations who transmit financial messages over this
global network.
To ensure compliance, SWIFT required all customers to submit
their self-attestation status into SWIFT’s online Know Your
Customer (KYC) by the end of 2017 and annually thereafter. To
foster transparency, customers can allow their counterparties
to view their self-attestation status.
As SWIFT registered partners, Grant Thornton supports clients
and the SWIFT community in assessing and implementing
SWIFT security practices. For this reason, we are uniquely
positioned to help you achieve compliance with your SWIFT
internal attestation, audit or third party inspection.
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Regulatory challenges
• complexity of regulation
• cost of compliance
• cap fee revenue
• encourages new entrants/disruptors
• opens up new revenue streams

Grant Thornton’s payment assurance and advisory
team can help you assess organisational compliance
gaps and infrastructure deficiencies, as well as develop
an operational plan. We can also assess the impact
of changing regulations on your current products and
value chain. Our competencies also include:
• regulatory compliance audits and gap analysis
• strategic compliance planning and implementation
• change and operational readiness
• data protection and ethical handling
• payment scheme attestations
• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
(PCI-DSS) compliance.

Technology

“I do think Bitcoin is the first [encrypted
money] that has the potential to do
something like change the world.”
Peter Thiel, Co Founder of Paypal

The traditional model for payments continues to be significantly disrupted due to a
combination of technological advances and changing customer demands. Although
overall growth in the payments industry remains strong, key factors which are
influencing the changing landscape are:
Non bank digital entrants
With the increase in customer demand for transactions to be
online, mobile or internet of things (IOT), a new opportunity
has arisen for established technology companies and start-ups
to provide customer value. Without the legacy infrastructure
restraints and associated costs, these entrants are able
to provide alternative mechanisms, which are faster than
traditional banks (eg ApplePay, PayPal, GooglePay).
Cross border transactions
Payment disruption is not limited by national borders. Cross
border transactions have historically been an area of under
investment, but this is beginning to change. However, with the
increase of crypto-currencies (eg blockchain) and equally
important distributed ledger technology, new opportunities
have arisen. Companies such as Ripple and Transferwise are
able to gain momentum through advances in such technology,
offering alternate options to the traditional cross border
payments model.
Digitisation of payments
Traditional banks continue to digitise their retail customer
offerings alongside regulation, requiring a more transparent
open approach. This has resulted in a number of ‘aggregator’
offerings arising in the market, where start-ups are able to
stream data from mainstream banks and provide the customer
with an overall view of their finances (subject to security
considerations). Traditional banks are continuing to provide
more and more online offerings to remain customer facing
rather than becoming the back end infrastructure and fall
further down the value chain.
Technology considerations
Financial institutions need to have a bold strategy of where
they wish to sit in this evolving market and selectively adopt or
develop key technologies.
Technology risk assessments are now more important than
ever with the increasing volume of successful cyber attacks.
Companies must continually review all mechanisms by
which their financial and customer data is stored, accessed,
transmitted and utilised.

As the number of mechanisms by which financial transactions
can be completed increases, so inevitably does the number
of key third party suppliers and partners. Companies must be
confident in their third party risk assessment approach as being
comprehensive, robust and continually evaluated.

Grant Thornton’s payment assurance and advisory
team can help you navigate the changing technology
landscape to identify and exploit new technologies,
recognising your optimal product and technology mix,
while managing associated IT risk and resilience challenges.
Our specialists will:
• partner with your teams to develop a clear
understanding of the implications and risks inherent in
each technology
• offer you access to our robust fraud and cyber crime
practice to help you effectively manage integration,
assess your cyber crime, payment and transaction
security framework and help you formulate suitable
strategies, in areas such as:
−− cyber crime response and readiness
−− operational and technology resilience
−− disaster recovery
−− cyber crime and security
−− transaction security
−− Application Programming Interface (API)
and connectivity
• assess and design data protection strategies, payment
integrity and authorisation frameworks for increasingly
interconnected payments networks
• provide advice on IT strategy to ensure alignment with
business, market and industry trends
• review resiliency of your payments infrastructure to help
eliminate single points of failure and optimise speed of
recovery in a digital environment.
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Customer preferences
Traditional banks have been concerned with security and reliability, while customers
are also increasingly seeking convenience and integration across payment channels
and services.
This friction and associated user expectations are driving banks and FinTech companies to innovate at a faster rate to retain
existing clients, acquire a larger share of the payment value chain and capture previously unbanked demographics.
Users are increasingly prioritising speed and convenience over loyalty to a single payment method or brand.
Challenges
• Financial institutions product sets will need to reflect
changing and current demand
• Determine how to invest in the right infrastructure and select
the right partners to protect existing revenue streams and
prevent disintermediation by new entrants
• Determine how to leverage legacy assets and current
account access to provide new data-intelligent, technology
aware products.

Grant Thornton’s payment assurance and advisory
team can help you:
• analyse customer trends to determine best product fit
• provide insight into consumer trends and product
opportunities through the use of our in depth
market expertise.

“We are in a period of transformation – how people shop; how merchants sell; how
people interact with the financial system; the very nature of money itself is changing.”
Dan Schulman, President and CEO of PayPal
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Who is impacted?
Changes across the industry will affect a large cross section of players. This
includes all players in the payments chain from initiation to clearing and settlement,
as outlined below.
Key players

Challenges
• Disintermediation of cards and banks

Card schemes

• Fragmentation and global diversity
• Complexity of regulation and cost of compliance
• User retention
• New payment services and rails
• Cost/burden of legacy infrastructure

Third party payment processors

• Multiple new/demanding regulations
• User retention
• Security, infrastructure and operational resilience challenges and
technology integration costs
• New payment services and rails

Issuing banks
Merchant acquirers

• Cost/burden of legacy infrastructure
• Multiple new/demanding regulations
• User retention
• Security, infrastructure and operational resilience challenges and
technology integration costs

Merchant aggregator

• Multiple new/demanding regulations

Payment gateway service
provider

• Multiple hidden fees
• Cost of integration with financial and payment institutions
• Homogenisation of payment channels

Financial technology
organisation

Merchant
Consumer: cardholder/
bank account holder

• Mobility of payment capture and infrastructure
• Transparency of fees
• Earning consumer trust, capturing share of wallet, fees and revenue and
also technology integration costs
• Reduced cost compared to card interchange fees
• Direct settlement to merchant’s account
• Increased options for payment initiation channels, consolidation of
accounts for intelligent data analysis
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The European Commission’s
Payment Services Directive
(PSD2)
The PSD2 was published in the Official Journal of the EU on 23 December 2015.
It came into force on 12 January 2016 and EU member states will have until
13 January 2018 to implement it into national laws.
The regulation aims to improve payments services in Europe
by encouraging open and interoperable payment systems,
driving competition, lowering costs and increasing the security
of transactions. These reforms will improve consumer options
and protection, while providing a platform for innovation in the
payments market.

Additionally, the European Banking Authority is expected
to finalise Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) on strong
customer authentication and secure communication in
January 2018. All payment service providers will be required
to comply with these strong user authentication standards,
except for a few defined circumstances.

PSD2 will update and replace the current payments framework
provided by the Payment Services Directive (PSD). This change
will also bring previously unregulated firms under the coverage
of the imminent regulation. Projections also suggest that 50%
of small payment institutions, previously under minor or lighttouch regulation, will soon be subject to the regulatory regime.

In the UK, the Open Banking Working Group (OBWG) was
formed in August 2015 consisting of a range of experts from
across FinTechs, banks, building societies, government and
regulators. The OBWG published a report in February 2016
introducing the open banking standard which takes into
account the data sharing requirements arising from PSD2
provisions. These are complementary to PSD2 requirements in
its goals but there are potential challenges in complying with
both regulations in parallel.

“The security measures to be taken
by the payment service providers
need to be proportionate to the
security risks concerned.”
EU Presidency of the Council of Ministers
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Key changes

Access to accounts (X2SA)

Other requirements

The key elements of PSD2 require issuing banks to allow
third parties (payment initiators –PISP) direct access to
their customers’ accounts to collect funds for a transaction
authorised by the customer. It also allows entrance of new
players (account aggregators - AISP) to aggregate customer
accounts into a single view/portal. This allows customers to
have consolidated central access for all payment accounts
in one place.

PSPs will be expected to comply with regulations around
transparency over account services and charges. In addition,
PSPs are required to be transparent in major operational or
security incident reporting and complaint handling.

It also introduces the regulation of third party payment service
providers, such as PayPal, that are not regulated as financial
institutions in all EU member states. It prohibits surcharges on
card transactions and allows customer protection on refunds
of direct debit payments under the Single Euro Payments
Area, in the case of unauthorised payment or error in payment
processing.
Transaction security
In return, payment service providers (PSP) have specific data
security and strong authentication obligations for transactions.
They also have fraud management, risk controls and incident
report obligations in place and will be liable for gross
negligence or security breaches. PSPs will be liable for the
unauthorised transactions which they are responsible for and
the burden of proof for security breaches is transferred to the
PSPs. Customer liability is greatly reduced unless the PSP is
able to prove gross negligence or fraud by the consumer. This
may require major updates to current security, authentication,
fraud and non-repudiation measures.

Opportunities
• PSD2 will enable non-bank companies to offer payment
initiation and intermediation services without the burden
of owning legacy back-end account infrastructure, bank
branches or customer deposits
• Established banks will be able to expand their current
product set to capture a larger share of payment services
for existing and new clients
• Customer intelligence gathered from payment initiation
and account information services will provide new
opportunities and revenue streams for cross-selling,
product lock-in and credit scoring
• End users will have easier access to a wider variety of
payment service choices
• Account aggregators will be able to deliver valuable
personal finance, budgeting tools and spend allocation
for users.
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Key changes
continued

Challenges
• Organisations will need to determine the most profitable
response to these industry changes. For example,
organically extend the payments value chain and innovate
or collaborate with new PSPs such as Zapp by Vocalink

• Management will need to undertake significant analysis
and testing to ensure business, operational and technology
resilience for the increasingly interconnected and interdependent payments network

• Organisations will need to assess wholesale changes which
are required to incorporate business strategy and product
sets to ensure compliance

• Significant operational changes are required to manage
interoperability amongst new and existing players, APIs and
payments handshake for payments processing

• Strong authentication requirements will require significant
updates to current transaction authentication and
authorisation infrastructure for all payment firms

• Interoperability with banks and PSPs for AISP and PISP
services, will require extensive technical rework of APIs (such
as Oauth and NEST) as there are over 7,000 banks in Europe

• Increased PSP liability clauses require strong fraud and
non-repudiation measures to reduce potential losses and
liability. This is more important as the maximum liability a
user could be obliged to pay for an unauthorised payment
transaction may fall from €150 to €50

• Prohibition of surcharging will cover some 95% of all card
payments in the EU, saving users approximately
€730 million annually. Affected companies will need
to determine new revenue streams to make up the lost
income stream

• Increased interconnection and internet exposed services
will require strong and holistic cyber-security strategies to
manage attendant risks

• Doing nothing is not an option! This may result in banks
being relegated to payment utilities and backend rails with
associated loss of revenue.

• Open access to accounts will require independent
assurance of third parties who are now engaged in the
payment chain

Our payments, regulatory, compliance and advisory services, provided by our
payments subject matter experts can help you:
• assess regulatory compliance gaps and infrastructure
deficiencies, and also develop a strategy and operational
plan for compliance
• validate third party PSP security and authentication
services and provide independent assessment for maturity
of controls operated by key third parties
• assess the impact of PSD2 on current products and value
chain, and help develop business strategies to develop
emerging opportunities, while assessing the viability and
market opportunities for new payment products
• complete mandatory Payment Scheme Code of Conduct
attestations
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• complete operational resilience assessments for payment
infrastructure
• assess Bank of England settlement accounts, credit and
liquidity requirements
• assess and design payment integrity and authorisation
frameworks
• validate customer data protection strategiest
• assess and design complaint handling, dispute resolution
procedures and the new reporting requirements
• assess fraud, security and risk management in line with
the regulation.
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What it looks like…
The new PSD regulation will accelerate fundamental changes to account access
and payments. These are detailed below.
Making a payment

Before PSD2

Consumer

Merchant’s API

Merchant acquirer
eg Tesco

Acquirer/Processor’s API
APACA ISO standard

Issuing bank eg RBS

ISO standard

ISO standard

Merchant acquirer
eg WorldPay

Card schemes eg VISA, MasterCrd

Post PSD2

Consumer

ASPSP API
New PSD2 API standard
ASPSP eg RBS
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New PSD2 API standard

PSP eg Tesco

Viewing accounts
RBS’s API
Issuing bank
eg RBS

Before PSD2

https://
Lloyd’s API

Issuing bank
eg Lloyds

Consumer

https://
Issuing bank
eg Santander

Santander’s API
https://

Post PSD2

New PSD2 API
standard

New
PSD2 API
standard

RBS A/c

New
PSD2 API
standard

Lloyds A/c
Santander A/c

Consumer

New

AISP

ASPSP eg RBS

https://

ASPSP eg Lloyds

https://
New PSD2 API
standard

ASPSP eg Santander

https://
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The Payment Systems
Regulator
The Payment Systems Regulator (PSR) is the economic regulator for the £75 trillion
payment systems industry in the UK. It is a subsidiary organisation of the FCA but has
its own independent statutory objectives, managing director and board.
Its objectives include ensuring that payment systems are
operated and developed to promote effective competition,
innovation and the interests of businesses and consumers.
These are established through its regulatory framework for
payments systems in the UK.
Access rule
Key sections of the framework include the access rule,
which is applicable to operators of the regulated payments
schemes. These include BACS, Cheque and Credit, CHAPS,
Faster Payments Service, LINK, Northern Ireland Cheque
Clearing, MasterCard and Visa Europe. This rule requires
them to set ‘objective, risk-based and publically disclosed
access requirements to permit fair and open access to the
UK’s payment schemes.’ It also requires the operators to
publish fair, open and risk based criteria for access, and
report annually on how these criteria are being applied and
working. The four primary sponsor banks are required to publish
access-related information to enable indirect payment service
providers to compare fees and membership criteria, bolstering
their negotiating powers and forcing competition between
the sponsor banks. The PSR’s 2015 report on direct access,
indicates that more than 50 new payment service providers
want to secure direct access to payment schemes.
Governance and conflicts of interest
One of the key items in the PSR PS 15/1 is around conflicts of
interest. This dictates that in the interest of fair competition,
directors of an operator, for example, must not be
simultaneously acting as a director for a central infrastructure
provider to that payment system. The payment schemes have
started implementing transparent governance processes,
by publishing on-boarding access rules and compliance
requirements.

Sponsor banks’ code of conduct
The PSR has been a fully operational body as of 1 April 2015
and has embarked on an ambitious programme to implement
the regulatory changes. Among these is the industry code of
conduct for indirect access, published by the trade group,
Payments UK. This code of conduct aims to increase confidence
in the supply of indirect access and lead to improved outcomes
for service users. It sets out standards of best practice for key
elements of the commercial arrangements between indirect
access providers and indirect PSPs.
What now for indirect PSPs?
The position of indirect PSPs is under severe threat from
both Value Added Providers (VAPs) and the sponsor banks.
Where VAPs have been presented with an opportunity by
the regulation and are intrinsically suited to continuous
innovation, the sponsor banks have begun developing digital
banking channels and enterprising payment solutions. Indirect
PSPs must take the initiative by creating their own payments
indicator, accounts aggregator and artifical intelligence
services to avoid being outflanked on both sides.

Grant Thornton’s payments assurance
and advisory teams can help you:
• complete the mandatory annual attestations for the
Payment Scheme Code of Conduct
• provide independent assessment and assurance of
operational resilience
• complete independent assessment and assurance
of the industry code of conduct submissions
• assess Bank of England settlement accounts, credit
and liquidity requirements.

“We want to ensure that where smaller firms want direct access to the payment
systems, they can get it on a fair and transparent basis.”
Hannah Nixon, Managing Director of the PSR
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Why data and access
to accounts is crucial
Access to granular account and payments data is a crucial theme across all key
industry disruptors. This is because cross-account big data is crucial for determining
optimal product pricing based on competitor data and user demographics.
Foundation and established payment companies will be
challenged at key touchpoints in the payments chain, where
current customers face the most inconvenience and highest
fees. To unlock these valuable services, companies will need
data intelligent, technology aware and nimble platforms to
exploit the opportunity. Current foundation and established
firms will need to leverage legacy assets, current account
access and employ parallel strategies to be able to compete
with new disruptors. Using aggregated data, companies will
be able to:
• target products and cross-sell based on the aggregated
view of all user spending streams
• employ better risk management due to the access of
consolidated user payment trends
• employ targeted intraday bank liquidity management by
using the aggregated picture of customer peaks and troughs
• plan financials better for users based on analysis of
trends, habits and funding options.

Key concerns and questions
for management
>> Is your board aware of these ground-breaking changes?
>> Has your management team started strategic business
planning in response?
>> Is your management team aware that compliance is
mandatory (for payment services), so doing nothing is
not an option?
>> Has your management team made informed decisions
to (1) comply, (2) extend value chain (organic/
acquisition/collaborate) or (3) innovate services
>> Have you decided how much to invest without
cannibalising existing legacy revenue streams, products
and infrastructure?
>> Have you assessed how much wholesale changes are
required to comply, and have you deployed timelines?
>> Do you have the appropriate skills and resources within
your organisation to implement the required changes?

Grant Thornton’s payments assurance
and advisory teams can help you:
• analyse data to determine consumer trends and
product opportunities
• design big data analytics and stores for operational
effectiveness
• review compliance with data privacy regulations
• advise on all aspects of PCI DSS compliance, keeping
data safe and secure during transfer and storage.
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How we can help
New regulation, changing customer demands and technology, are introducing a vast
array of challenges that organisations must address to be compliant and profitable in
the evolving payments landscape. Organisations must thoroughly assess their current
products, capabilities and processes and define clear actionable strategies and
processes to build upon their existing structures.
Regulatory compliance

Transactions – security

Whether you are a relatively small organisation moving from
‘light touch’ to full regulation under PSD2 or a new entrant
to the market, our experts can help. We can provide clear
guidance and advice on how best to interpret and implement
changing regulation, as well as guiding those new to the
regulation through the authorisation process.

New payment authentication and authorisation requirements
prescribed by regulators, as well as the large financial and
reputational risks associated with payment fraud, security
breaches and associated system failures, create the need
for effective prevention and detection of security threats. The
inter-relationships and global network of alternative payments
systems are making electronic payments more attractive and
accessible to global cybercrime. As a SWIFT registered partner,
our assurance, risk management and payments security
services help our clients achieve compliance and mitigate risk.

Our payments and regulatory subject matter experts can help
you assess your organisation’s readiness and define a strategic
compliance roadmap. This includes the full gamut of regulatory
and compliance subjects, such as PSD2, the PSR, Payment
Card data (under PCI-DSS), Anti Money Laundering regulations
and the EU Data Protection regulations.
Strategic and operational readiness
We understand that organisations need to react nimbly to
the myriad of emerging technologies payment disruptors
whose progress will be accelerated by PSD2 and other
upcoming regulation.
Our subject matter experts and consulting teams can
work with you to develop strategies, roadmaps and tools that
will help your organisation navigate the myriad developments in
the payments space and plan how best to ensure you optimally
exploit the opportunities that disruptive technologies present.

Our experts can leverage their experience to assess the
maturity of your systems and controls, working with you to
ensure that the right solutions for any identified deficiencies are
implemented in a way that minimises risk for your company.
Third party assurance
As service providers and other PSPs are increasingly required
to share account information, highly sensitive business and
customer data with smaller PSPs and payment indicator
services, novel and unique third party assurance challenges
are developing. It is crucial that organisations gain assurance
over the operational security within the third parties they are
dealing with.
Grant Thornton’s cyber security and privacy practice can
leverage their experience to report to senior management
on the maturity and effectiveness of controls operated by
key third parties, in particular through assurance and
contractual reviews.
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Technology – cyber security

Business resilience

Payments technology, new access channels and mobile and
internet-based platforms are exposing the payments chain to
new access methods, interrelationships and the global network
of alternative, often anonymous, payments systems which are
now part of the global payments network. These changes make
payments more attractive and accessible to global cybercrime,
creating new transaction integrity and security risks.

Business resilience is pivotal to maintaining business activities in
the modern age of interconnected global operations. The spate
of recent payment infrastructure and banking outages has
raised the stakes. Consumers and regulators are more sensitive
to resilience and downtime, making this a crucial challenge for
most organisations.

Grant Thornton’s experts can help organisations design, assess
and implement proven protection, response and damage
mitigation strategies to protect their business and customers.

Grant Thornton’s resilience professionals have developed
proven strategies to effectively respond to disruptive
events, helping maintain customer confidence and an
organisation’s reputation.

Transformation and change

Data analytics

Grant Thornton recognises that implementing new strategies,
regulation, or infrastructure may prove onerous and time
consuming. We deploy a dedicated change management
structure built on proven management, early issue resolution
and performance management to drive continuous
improvement. Our teams have delivered smooth transaction
and migration of services, ensuring knowledge transfer is
at the heart of our delivery and support structure. We will
work with you to reach the right solution and support your
implementation with constant performance feedback to ensure
buy-in, adoption and drive behaviours and culture.

Our data analysis teams can help unlock patterns in your
data to provide useful insight into optimal product pricing,
consumer trends and possible cross-sell opportunities, based
on competitor data and user demographics. These correlation
and trend insights can help payments companies employ better
financial and liquidity planning for users based on the analysis
of trends, habits and funding options.
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Grant Thornton’s
payments services
Third party supplier and
vendor management

Gap analysis and
benchmarking

Risk frameworks
Data protection

Regulatory
and
compliance

Strategic
planning

PCI - DSS

Data protection

Grant Thornton
payment
services

Audits, assurance
and attestations

Transaction
processing

Fraud
management

Operational
readiness

Payment processing

Data analytics,
correlation and opportunity

New channels
optimations

Performance
management

Platform
migration

Cyber crime

Change and
transformation
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Transaction

Technology

Protocol and
messaging standards

Project
management

Payment
security

Business analysis and
process re-engineering
Operational
readiness

Technology

Operational
eﬃctiveness

Third party assurance

Change and
transformation

Compliance,
regulatory and legal

Cyber security

Disaster
recovery
Operational and
technology resilience

Audit and
assurance

Data
Analytics

Why Grant Thornton?
Our team has experience with organisations of all sizes across all industries and
can tailor our services to meet client needs.
Grant Thornton UK LLP is the UK member firm of Grant
Thornton International, one of the world’s leading international
organisations of independently owned and managed
accounting and consulting firms. This provides access to an
international network and global wealth of multidisciplinary
experience, offering comprehensive solutions to help you
respond effectively to changing risks within and outside the
organisation, in order to achieve your business goals.

Our professionals understand your business. Commercially
minded and risk focused, our team of independent thinkers
offers, we believe, the best combination of quality, expertise
and value. We aim to work in partnership with you to deliver
incisive, value adding results. Our team features experienced
audit and risk experts, who have held senior positions in
leading organisations.
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Contact us
Sandy Kumar
Chair of Financial Services Group
Head of Business Risk Services UK
T +44 (0)20 7865 2193
E sandy.kumar@uk.gt.com

Manu Sharma
Director
Head of Technology
T +44 (0)20 7865 2406
E manu.sharma@uk.gt.com

Paul Olukoya
Head of Payment Services
Business Risk Services
T +44 (0)20 7184 4625
E paul.olukoya@uk.gt.com
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